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An international mission to seek first light of stars and galaxies in the early universe 
and explore distant planets

Led by NASA, in partnership with ESA and CSA

Seeking Light from the First Stars and Galaxies

Exploring Distant Worlds—
Exoplanets & the Outer Solar System



Early Galaxies, Protoplanetary Disks, Stars

Webb will study…
• The earliest luminous objects in the universe that 

formed a few hundred million years after the Big Bang
• The formation of early galaxies and how they evolve into 

the ordered forms we see today
• Stellar nurseries to observe star and planet formation
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Solar System and Beyond 
Solar System

Webb will…

• observe the planets at or beyond the 
orbit of Mars, satellites, comets, 
asteroids and the Kuiper Belt

• monitor the weather of planets and 
moons

• detect important molecules with 
strong characteristic signatures at 
Webb’s observable wavelengths

Exoplanets

Webb will…

• examine the atmospheres of some 
planets identified by TESS (Transiting 
Exoplanet Survey Satellite)

• use coronagraphs (blocks the bright 
light of stars) in order to identify 
exoplanets which are big, bright, and 
far enough away from their star to be 
identified
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Collaboration
TESS – Transiting Exoplanet 
Survey Satellite

• When the James Webb Space 
Telescope project was created in 1996, 
we knew of zero observable 
exoplanets

• Now, we know of over hundreds 
exoplanets Webb can target for 
information about their atmospheres 
and possibility of life

• TESS will search for exoplanets that 
JWST can target
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Webb will also complement the data from other space telescopes. 



Spacecraft and Telescope 
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The Telescope

Primary Mirror
Secondary Mirror

Backplane 

Spacecraft Element

Sunshield
Bus (hosts structural, 
communications, and 

propulsion components)

Integrated Science 
Instrument Module 

(ISIM)

Mid Infrared Instrument
Near Infrared Spectrograph

Near Infrared Camera
Fine Guidance Sensor/
Near Infrared Imager &
Slitless Spectrograph



NIRspec (ESA, with components from  GSFC) FGS/NIRISS (CSA)

NIRcam (University of Arizona)MIRI (ESA, JPL)
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Spacecraft Element

Science Payload
“OTIS”

Northrop Grumman 
Space Park Facility



Northrop-Grumman Guiana Space CenterSpace Telescope Science Institute

SIMPLIFIED SCHEDULE

Observatory
Observatory Integration and Test

k Months of project funded critical path (mission pacing) schedule reserve

1.
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Ground System
Development, Testing, Release
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OTIS = Optical Telescope + ISIM

OTIS

Science Payload
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Spacecraft Element Integration & Test

Deployment 0.
5

1.
52

4 months HQ-held 
Schedule Reserve

Environmental testing 0.
52

0.8
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Recent Updates
• Programmatic

• Implemented Independent Review Board recommendations, final meetings with the board scheduled for last week of 
Nov., first week of Dec.

• Held normal status updates with GAO annual audit team

• Spacecraft Element
• Spacecraft Element has been returned to its environmental testing configuration and final closeouts are taking place.

• Testing resumes mid-November with acoustics retesting, followed about one week later with vibration testing. Thermal 
vacuum testing in early 2019.

• OTIS (Optical Telescope + Integrated Science instruments)
• Completed additional “get ahead” warm functional tests of telescope commanded by the spacecraft electronics

• Science and Operations
• Ground segment testing and operations rehearsals continuing
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Technical Issues Being Tracked

•Maintaining schedule performance

•Depressurization at fairing jettison

•OTIS Problem Failure Report (PFR) progress
•Mirror stability
• NIRCam pupil wheel
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Fairing Depressurization

• Issue: Residual air trapped in folded sunshield membrane may 
cause an over-stress condition at the time of fairing separation 
due to the depress rate (∆pressure ≤ 0.013 psi, capability 0.005 psi).

• Actions: 

• Validated capability of membrane material

• Developing better understanding (through modeling) of architecture’s outgassing 
during depress and pressure measurements from vendors

• Investigated holding onto fairing longer to allow more outgassing prior to 
separation (doesn’t make a difference for realistic separation event times)

• Investigating keeping fairing vents latched open to resolve issue.
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OTIS PFRs
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• PFR JWST-190: Primary Mirror Segment Assembly (PSMA) Stability
– Closes with PMSA closeout modifications and final wavefront assessments ~January (need to wait for 

Spacecraft to leave clean room to perform final OTE modifications and modeling)

• PFR JWST-192: NIRCam Module-B, ICE-1, SW Pupil Wheel element move failure
– During the execution of the Warm ISIM Functional (WIF) Test, a command from the NIRCam Instrument 

Control Electronics (ICE) Box #1 to move the Module B Short Wave (SW) B-Side Pupil Wheel (PW) showed 

anomalous current in the trend data.

– The anomaly was repeated both during additional steps in the WIF, and during follow-on diagnostic data 

gathering.

– Failure Review Board is wrapping up. 

– Leading cause appears to be a failed ICE Box 1 printed wiring board solder joint in the PW drive circuit to the 

PW redundant coils.

– Board has recommended destructive parts analysis of 4 spares to determine if the bond wire interconnect 

within an op amp had degraded, results by the end of October.

– While this drive path is no longer viable, there are still three functioning configurations to drive the wheel 

(ICE-1 primary drive, ICE-2 primary and redundant drives).



Remaining I&T Activities*
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•Pre-environ. Observatory deployment 

•Observatory fold and stow 

•Observatory system (electrical) test

•Observatory vibration, acoustics tests

•Observatory deployment

•Observatory fold and stow for launch

•Observatory final system test

Observatory Integration

NOTE: *Top-level tasks to go.  
Many activities are associated 
with each of these steps

• Acoustics, vibration, & thermal vacuum tests

• Post-Environmental deployment

Spacecraft Element
Science Payload

• Secondary Mirror Deployment Test

First-time activity



Testing
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Webb in Johnson’s “Chamber A” for cryogenic testing in 
Houston, TX

Years of testing are necessary to:
• Guarantee functionality after launch with 

acoustic, vibration and shock testing
• Ensure operations of the telescope and 

instruments in near absolute zero 
temperatures in space

• During tests so far:
• GSFC: Derecho takes out Center power

Snow storm strands operators
• JSC: Hurricane Harvey floods Houston
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STTARS - Space Telescope Transporter for Air, 
Road, and Sea - mass of almost 75,000 kg, is twice 
the length of a semi-trailer truck, and transports 
Webb to each new location within the U.S.
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Follow the STTARS!

Due to the sensitivity and size of 
Webb, it can only travel on road 
from 12 a.m. – 6 a.m. and is 
chauffeured  while traveling 
approx. 8 km/h



Launch and Orbit
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Webb is set to launch on top of ESA’s Ariane 5 Launch 
Vehicle in March 2021 from French Guiana

It will undergo a month long and 
1.5 million km journey to its 
destination at the second 
Lagrange point

Photo credit: ESA



Deployment Timeline
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@NASAWebb

@webbtelescope

nasa.gov/webb
jwst.nasa.gov

webbtelescope.org



Thank you! 


